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My name is Eve Redding, and I am the new god.They captured me in a dirty alley and injected me

with a virtual reality chip, a GPS tracker, and my first Seed. They made me a Player. At first, I loved

the miraculous ability to level up anything about myself.Then they yanked me off my world for the

first time, and sent me to fight for my life on a vicious alien planet, where the other Players are just

as dangerous as the monsters, and if you canâ€™t level up, you die. But Iâ€™m the type to cling to

life by the tips of my bloody fingernails. And I hate it when people try to control me.Gods of Blood

and Bone is the first book in the Seeds of Chaos dystopian science fiction series. Fans of The

Hunger Games, Red Rising, and Ready Player One will likely enjoy this series.
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First, a disclaimer. I know and have a lot of respect for the author, Azalea Ellis, and was incredibly

excited to get my hands on this book. I was a little afraid, too. You never know what you're going to

get when you read a self-published, debut novel.What we got was an engaging, creative,

suspenseful look into a world full of hard choices and harder lessons. Azalea takes a popular theme



and makes it fresh, exciting and, most of all, sensible. The world is logical, even if it doesn't seem

that way at first. We get to understand why these choices are being made. Survival. It drives our

protagonist, Eve Redding, it drives her companions, but it also drives world into which she is thrown.

I found myself surprised at each turn, both rooting for and upset with Eve and her companions for

the hard choices they have to make. Gods of Blood and Bone is well written, exciting and leaves

you wanting more, but it is the cold rationality of the choices these characters must make that drew

me into the book and made their journey matter.

I loved this book.This was an great addition of the LitRPG saga in a novel and unique setting. I

really enjoyed how the author tied not only game mechanics and worlds into the story but kept it as

a real world setting easily as well. The use of the seeds and how they progress while similar to any

number of other books out in the genre, is written with enough detail and thought to make a truly

original and enjoyable world setting.Eve is a great character who is strong and human with a great

personality about what is happening to her through the process of the book. Her expanding role as

leader through the story really made her shine through the book. I can't wait to see just where she

will take us next.The greater plot threads that are written into the story progress well and show how

much thought and care the author has put into this book. I eagerly await the rest of the series and

highly recommend this to any reader.gallandro

I freaking loved this book, it had me hooked from page one. I actually had to pace myself and force

myself to take breaks to go to sleep because I would get so wrapped up in reading I didn't want to

stop. The way the format was laid out was almost like it would be if suddenly your favorite

MMORPG became real and you were physically playing it. I've been a long time player of Final

Fantasy XI, so the thought of living the game real time....well, it's a really cool idea. But the book is

about a lot more than that and I highly recommend reading it to enjoy a fun, unexpected ride of a

story. I'm eagerly waiting for the next book in the series to come out to see how the mystery man in

the basement fits in to Eve's adventure.The author has done a great job with world building and

introducing us to our main characters. In the span of 1 book Eve has gone from a lackluster teen

into a powerhouse out to get to the bottom of who is tagging and forcing people with certain DNA

sequences to play their win or die Game....seriously die. If you are tagged as a Gamer you can tell

no one, can talk to no one about it other than another Gamer or a Game Monitor....and Eve is

assigned a guy Monitor named BUNNY, seriously. I'm like, DUDE!! Bunny?!She meets other

Gamers when transported to another site that is obviously not Earth where they are forced to



participate in different types of games that are all the type that if you mess up you end up dying or

becoming the puppet of the people that run the Game...either way, you do not pass Go, you do not

collect your $200 and you do not go back to Earth. Eve decides that she isn't going to play their

game, she is going to game their Game and come out on top.There is so much action and story

packed into the first novel, I can't wait for the next book in the series.

Having just finished the second book, I found myself missing this one. It's been a relative while

since I found a book I couldn't put down, but this was definitely one of them.For those of you who

are here for LitRPG, Ellis does provide a world in which her players have stats and skills, etc.

However, it doesn't typically feel like your standard LitRPG. I can't explain it. It's there, it's a truly

enjoyable book and worth your time, but it just doesn't have the feel of one. I would compare it more

to Psion: Beta.When Gods of Blood and Bone feels off for any reason, keep reading. The author

knows what she's doing and she'll bring it around and tie up the loose ends in a satisfying way. I'll

be reading the whole series, once more is released.

NOTE BOOK TWO IS FINALLY OUT!!!Just read Gods of Blood and Bone and I am now looking for

the next one. This author has earned instant inclusion on to my favourite writers list and I will be

constantly checking for the next release. Very interesting plot line and good character development,

so much so that it was easy to get involved with the characters and cheer their successes and

share the pain of their failures. I suspect this author is going to go far if she maintains and improves

still further. Really fun and entertaining with some grit and sharp edges.
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